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Current Sensors and Voltage Sensors
The power sector is evolving at a rapid pace and the need for optimising energy efficiency
and reducing downtime is creating the need for precise measuring devices that can avoid
maintenance and failures of a protective device. An alternative to traditional methods of
measuring primary current and voltage are now being replaced by sensors in the medium
voltage switchgear. Conventional current and voltage transformers are now being replaced
by current sensors and voltage sensors due to their unparalleled advantages
MEGAWIN has been attentive to it’s growing customer need for a sustainable energy and
has developed an alternative range of switchgear with current sensors and voltage sensors

Current Sensors
Current sensors are a direct alternative to current transformers. They work on the
Rogowski coil principle i.e. a toroidal core without an iron core. Primary current is
passed through the inductive coil (Rogowski coil) and a voltage proportional to di/dt is
induced in the air wound coil around the current carrying conductor. The output from
the coil is a voltage signal proportional to the primary current. The voltage thus
developed is processed by a microprocessor and interpreted to indicate true
magnitude of Current flowing in the conductor.
From a safety stand point, they are completely non hazardous to human life even when
a user touches the sensors in open secondary condition by mistake. Thanks to the low
output in milli volts . Being extremely light weight, they can be mounted conveniently
in a number of ways

The absence of an iron core eliminates losses, saturation and overheating. Hence, the
secondary current is an exact reflection of the primary current. Current sensors are
linear devices and do not saturate for a wide range

Benefits
•No saturation
•High accuracy. The secondary output is an exact reflection of the primary input.
•Wide current range in one design
•Same sensor is built for both metering and protection (5P40)
•High personnel safety
• Failure free
•Zero maintenance
•Extremely light weight.

Voltage Sensors
Voltage sensors are a direct alternative for voltage transformers/ potential transformers.
Voltage sensors work on the well proven principle of capacitive voltage divider between a
live part and earth potential. They contain two capacitors which divide the input signal.
Current proportional to dv/dt is derived through capacitor connected across high voltage line
and earth (ground). Integrating these signals in a microprocessor, voltage proportional to the
high voltage can be obtained and displayed. Absence of iron core has made these Voltage
Sensors highly accurate and totally safe to handle voltage surges, as there is no ferroresonance.
Being light in weight they can be mounted in a variety of ways in shapes making their
presence almost invisible.

Benefits
Damages due to ferro resonance is completely eliminated.
Same sensor works both for metering and protection
Linear over a wide range
Light weight
Safe even with short circuited secondary

Comparison between Sensors and Instrument
Transformers
Current Transformer

Current Sensor

Requires different CTs/CT Cores for metering & for
protection

Same sensor works both for metering and protection
(Class 0.2s & Class 5P40)

Saturation and associated accuracy issues

No saturation; accuracy not affected even at 40 times
the primary current

Errors due to residual flux in the magnetic core

No iron core; thus, no accuracy related issues due to
residual flux

Low efficiency due to core loss component

Dangerous high voltage during unintentional open
circuit of secondary

Better efficiency as no core loss component

No high voltage hazard during secondary open
conditions

Voltage Transformer

Voltage Sensor

Requires different VTs/VT Secondaries for metering
& for protection

Same sensor works both for metering and protection
(Class 0.5 & Class 3P)

Damage due to secondary short circuits

No such hazards

Fuse failure relay required for secondary fuse
monitoring

No such need

Damage of PT due to system surges like switching
surges, surges due to ferro-resonance, dynamic
surges, etc.

No damage due to surges/over voltages

Voluminous & heavy

Relatively compact & light weight

Core heating & associated problems

No such problems

Indoor and Outdoor Versions
Megawin's current and voltage sensors are used for indoor and outdoor applications
They come as embedded and stand alone versions
Used in m-Smart range of products
Auto Reclosers
Mactor
m-Smart VCB Panels
Mounted on PCVCB terminals pads
Can be offered as a retrofit solution

Indoor
Embedded current and voltage sensors for 11kV and 33kV class

Stand alone current and voltage sensors

Outdoor
Embedded current and voltage sensors for PCVCB, MACTOR
and Recloser

Stand alone current and voltage sensors
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